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note: if you've already installed our products for ezdrummer 2 or superior drummer, you just
need to add the existing files to the ezdrummer 3 database. check out the instructions for either
the installer or the manual instructions below (depending on how you performed the
installation). toontracks ezdrummer 2 is a powerful vst that is simple to use and creates great-
sounding drums. there are 5 kits in ezdrummer 2 which are divided into two sound libraries
modern or vintage as well as an auxiliary percussion library featuring instruments such as
tambourines, finger snaps and hand claps, shakers, cowbells and maracas. the grooves tab has
been enhanced for super drummer 3. it keeps all the features from ezdrummer 2 and improves
the workflow by allowing multiple song tracks to audition several different grooves at once;
combining the browser and search function in the same window; introducing a tempo and time
signature editor within the song tracker; and also establishes the grid editor which works like a
midi editor and allows you to move rhythms, quantize, adjust velocities, and edit cc data.
ezdrummer 2 is not just about drums. it also has an impressive collection of drum, percussion
and electronic kits. one of the most exciting features of ezdrummer 2 is its new audio engine,
which has been rewritten from scratch to provide a more realistic sound. the new engine is also
easier to use and provides more options for the user to make creative edits and adjustments.
the new engine provides more realistic sounds, including over 20 factory presets for various
drum, percussion and electronic kits, the ability to adjust the sound of any preset, and the ability
to record and play custom tracks. ezdrummer 2 is also more expressive and is more intuitive,
allowing for enhanced user interaction. the new audio engine is also fully compatible with
sweetwater's ezmix 2, providing a seamless and intuitive workflow from the virtual instrument
to the tracks.
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In addition to the new UI, EZdrummer 3 also sports some ground-breaking new features:
ToonTrack performance Audio-Reverb functionality Multi-Kits Limiting/Compression Floating VST

64-Bit & 32-Bit Audio Beat Engine v3.0 Additional MIDI Sub-Modifiers LFO Single-Knob Param
Controls New editable GUI Color Scheme Improved MIDI Transpose Tool User-definable kits

Added MR&S CC16 in Kit Library Improved drum pattern import New LFO Standalone data app
New exclusive instruments Phased LFO Tool Default Settings NOTE: Only available if you
purchase the upgrade and add the appropriate trial license Dont feel like paying for the

upgrade? Check out a free demo of EZdrummer 2, EZdrummer 3 or EZDrummer Pro:
EZDrummer 2: http://www.timpark.com/ezdrummer/demo.php EZDrummer 3: http://www.php

EZDrummer Pro: http://www.php Instrument Trimming has been totally reworked in EZdrummer
3. The new Buttons section allows you to separate and label individual instruments, and the new

Info Panel allows you to find instruments by their name, tempo or pattern. You can now store
your own instrument-identifying tags, such as Kick, Snare, HiHat and hiRoll. click on the images
below to find out more about this free upgrade or to buy ezdrummer 3 standalone. clicking on

an image will launch a webbrowser window. this is to reduce popups in your email account.
enjoy! 5ec8ef588b
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